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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of Research 

Jeremy Harmer (2001) believe the capacity to talk fluently calls for now no 

longer the best know-how of language function but the ability to method statistics 

and on-web website online language . Speaking is a powerful language talent 

Siahaan, (2008: 95).  

Agreeing to Bailey (2000), speaking is an intuitive handle in which a speaker 

is serious about building meaning by creating, getting, and handling data. 

Agreeing to these countries, speaking English is exceptionally critical to hone. 

There are a few ways to hone talking, such as open, discussion, and talk, which 

the speaker, as a rule, does. This expression is what we utilize daily, but it also has 

its downsides. At that point, agreeing to Harmer (2001: 271274), numerous 

talking classroom exercises presently being thoroughly utilized are at or close to 

the conclusion of the communication handle. There are live talking exercises in 

the course, counting activities from scenarios, communicative, problem-solving, 

and role-playing recreations. 

From the definition and explanation above, there must be several factors or 

difficulties with the standard intention experienced by students of EFL speaking 

classrooms, especially in Indonesia. Based on the other research Isyuniandri 

(2014) believed in students' elocution blunders in ESP 2 program. He found that 

one of the Indonesian students' issues in considering English is their destitute 

articulation. In some cases, they still articulate the words in Indonesian fashion. 

Students sometimes talk up since they are perplexed to create botches. In 

expansion, Isyuniandri (2014) found that 49.11% of graduates made a vowel 

mistake, 18.70% in consonants, and 32.18% in diphthongs. 

Students were experienced by numerous students in Indonesia, mainly me. 

Since students make a mistake in vowels influences students' familiarity in 

talking, students get into inconvenience when the educator inquires them to hone 

their talking aptitudes incline toward to be the calmest they are bashful and not so 
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reluctant to conversation approximately inclination to precise yourself indeed 

before companions, in specific, individual information or supposition. 

The researcher utilized a few methodologies to unravel these issues. The 

analyst actualized the inquiry within the classroom. As a result, instructors must 

get it and be able to actualize methodologies. When instructors develop strategies, 

understudies tend to urge bored and not pay consideration to the instructor. To 

familiarize understudies with the exercises instructors should do, they characterize 

the sort of movement. 

The improvement of innovation gives students numerous assets to encourage 

online and offline English lessons or everyday communication. In this manner, 

creation can assist students in moving forward with their speaking skills. From 

these problems, researchers are looking for practical solutions that can be used to 

enhance students' speaking fluency. Previous research by Azizah (2018) in 11th 

grade SMAN 2 Camba Maros revealed that discussion could improve students' 

speaking fluency, so this study wants to re-examine whether it is still relevant and 

can still be applied in EFL student-speaking classrooms at the State Islamic 

University Bandung. 

The researcher tends to discuss speaking with the students to see their 

speaking fluency. The highlight of the discussion is the accuracy and fluency of 

the student's speech. It is imperative always to practice their speaking because it 

influences their speaking fluency. To assist students in solving issues in speech 

execution, analysts must examine students' discourse issues and the causes of 

discourse issues. The researcher will be the reference for the preparation. 

Undoubtedly, analysts know how dialog strategies influence student learning 

results and can utilize appropriate talk strategies in English. Then the researcher 

wants to research discussion and how the discussion influences student was 

speaking fluency. The researcher's concern was " Students’ experience using 

online discussions on their speaking fluency. 
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B. Research Question 

The researcher built the research into the questions as takes after; 

1. How does the online discussion technique in English improve the students' 

speaking skills? 

 

2. How are the students experience using an online discussion to practice 

their speaking fluency? 

C. Research Purposes 

The purposes of this research were; 

1. To analyze students' experiences using an online discussion to practice 

their speaking skills. 

2. To know how discussion techniques improve the students speaking skills. 

 

D. Significances of Research 

There are research significant; 

1. To Students  

Students could appreciate studying to speak up using an online discussion 

aptitude and learning to speak English through fun exercises. 

2. To English teachers  

Teachers learned that numerous things might be done to create learning more 

energetic and agreeable. 

3. To Researchers  

Other researchers could anticipate the students to be among the references for 

research that interfaces with teachers. Methods are discussed amid the think. 

 

E. Research Scopes 

The researcher focused on online discussion techniques and their effect on 

students' speaking fluency. The speech was essential and how we must speak 

because it builds good communication and uses discussion. The researcher 
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focused on online discussion, a student speaking fluency, pronunciation accuracy, 

and vocabulary. 

F. Conceptual Framework 

Thornbury (2005) claims speaking could be a viable action performed by 

understudies to communicate their thoughts and communicate with the audience. 

Speaking could be a useful dialect aptitude Siahaan, (2008: 95). talking is the 

capacity of an individual to form a sound that exists definitively by others to 

develop superior communication. Moreover, talking is using dialect to 

communicate with others Fulcher, (2003: 23). 

To communicate with people, we must speak to express meanings and 

verbally deliver messages and information. Speaking, students can get new 

information or share their ideas or feelings with others. In this study, the 

researcher applies an online discussion Technique to see the impact of the 

students speaking. In this study, the teacher gives the Questionnaire test and asks 

the student about their experience in using an online discussion on students 

speaking fluency to know the data about them.  

According to Bailey (2000), the speech was an intelligent strategy wherein the 

speaker extraordinary to amass through the creation, getting, and handling of 

measurements. Speaking was the capacity to utilize dialect because it ought to be 

unequivocal almost someone's thoughts, points of view, or feelings interior a 

contraption to offer or procure measurements and data from d From those 

speculations, it can be concluded that the potential to converse fluidly is related to 

communication. 

According to the grand theory above, the researcher uses the online discussion 

technique observation to know if it influenced their speaking practice to improve 

their speaking skill.  

G. Research Methodology 

1. Data used 
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Sugiyono (2009) believes that information may well be separated into the first and 

second data depending on the data used. The data used in this research was 

divided into essential and auxiliary data sources. The data could be information 

related to this research's subject and was obtained straightforwardly from the 

study. Perceptions were the important information in this research—relevant 

information from the questionnaire Safi'i, (2005). the first data used for this 

research was  an observation, and the second data was a questionnaire and an 

interview 

2. Data Collection 

Case studies ordinarily include different information strategies, and 

information is assembled from other sources. Information collection strategies 

incorporate interviews, perceptions (specifically by implication), surveys, and 

related reports Yin, (2014). Actualizing the case consider approach requires a 

unique interaction between members, analysts, and gathering people. reseacher 

works closely with members to assemble information, select and organize 

thoughts for consideration in a report, create a theme, highlight a few thoughts, 

subordinate or avoid others, and at long last, interface thoughts and construct them 

into a story setting. In this handle, the reseacher offers the individual meaning of 

the occasion. 

Triangulation may be a method to move the legitimacy and legitimacy of 

inquiry about discoveries. Unwavering quality alludes to the uncompromising 

quality and legitimacy of the think about. Legitimacy was the reseacher precisely 

assesses thought beneath the research. Based on students' past encounters and 

individual information, the reader rationally includes the data from the research to 

shape what students were perusing Stake (2005). In an exploratory study, 

triangulation by combining speculations, strategies, or eyewitnesses could offer 

assistance dispose of basic predispositions that emerge from using one method. 

Triangulation was an endeavor to research human behavior utilizing different 

procedures to supply perusers with a more adjusted clarification. It may be a 

method that permits information approval and could be utilized for quantitative 

research. 
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3. Research site and participant 

This issue allowed ample opportunity to recognize the subject of the case and 

perform a cross-subject examination. Inside the case of considers, I incline toward 

choosing common topics from a cohort case think and utilizing the only 

extraordinary change as a strategy to speak particular issues and delineate assorted 

focuses of seeing on subjects. Exceptional and crack circumstances may cause 

considers, such as unordinary shooter events on campus Asmussen & Creswell, 

(1995). 

The reseacher conducted this research at Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung. The 

members that fit in this research were the members who learned to speak. 

Members were EFL students. The researcher includes six students from the 

second semester. They are chosen based on their score in speaking fluency, 

separated into two students with high scores, two with average scores, and two 

with low scores.  

4. Research Instruments and Procedure 

Sugiyono (2009) believes an inquiry was an instrument utilized to a degree of 

visual common and social marvels. An investigation apparatus may collect, 

assess, and give data related to the search for intrigue. These apparatuses are most 

commonly utilized within the therapeutic, social sciences, and rules for evaluating 

patients and clients, inquiring about subjects, teachers, staff, etc. Inquire about 

apparatuses may incorporate interviews, perceptions, surveys, and documentation. 

Data were collected when members completed the discussion. Getting data from 

individuals with distinctive encounters maintains a strategic distance from 

information inclination and extends validity concerning the information. 

a. Observations 

The researcher observed six students from semester 2 English Education 

Department students at UIN Bandung. The researcher observes as the observer, 

instructing participants to lead the discussion. The observation was taken three 
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times and observed by observation through video. And the researcher noted the 

technique of online discussion among students. 

b. Interview 

The interview may be an assembly between researcher and student individuals 

through interactive questions and answers to trade data that could be deduced 

concerning a particular point Sugiyono (2017). Interviews were utilized as an 

information collected strategy when the researcher conducted preliminary 

inquiries and data needed Sugiyono, (2017). 

EFL discussion lesson students were interviewed to choose students 

encountered conducted an online discussion utilizing organized discussion 

strategies influences familiarity. Students were asked to reply to questions 

postured by the reseacher and then perused exact words or sentences from 

standard dialects amid course talks. The reseacher chose this strategy since it was 

reasonable for the orderly to get comprehensive information. The interview was 

composed and recorded so that when the researcher returned from information 

collection, they considered the notes and completed the unrecorded parts.  

c. Questionnaire 

A questionnaire is a device that incorporates a grouping of questions or 

various prompts. Research questionnaires were ordinarily open-ended questions. 

The rationale for that's to gather actualities from students. 

5. Data Analysis 

The inductive analysis begins with detailed information, draws common 

conclusions, at that point, standard data, and after that, analyzes the collected 

information Muhamad, (2018). In this data analysis, the analyst collected the vital 

information and handled and analyzed the info utilizing triangulation. The 

researchers used the theory of Gay and Airasian (2000) and also used Creswell o 

analyze the data. The analysts utilized the approach of Cheerful and Airasian and 

additionally used Creswell o analyze the data.  
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Information obtained through interviews with considered themes lets you 

recognize whether the insights are indistinguishable or interesting from current 

insights. Triangulation could be a way of checking the legitimacy of insights by 

utilizing something out of entryways, the insights for checking capacities, or as an 

evaluation of the measurements. Based on the drift of the subjective 

measurements assessment method, the analyst defines the stairs in examining the 

insights in components. 

H. Previous Study 

Numerous researchers have detailed students' inspiration to memorize to talk; a 

few of the researchers' discoveries are acted concisely underneath: 

1.  Azizah (2013) discussed the inquiry about discoveries utilizing gathered 

dialogue progresses the talking learning preparation. They delighted in 

this activity and got included in the teaching-learning handle, even though 

this action made the lesson exceptionally loud. This action may cause the 

understudies to speak up. At long last, the understudies got to be more 

dynamic and communicative amid the talking learning preparation. 

2. Hadriana (2009) discoveries of the research appeared that utilizing little 

bunch discourse in this research effectively made strides in students' 

talking skills. The enhancements secured students' 7 familiarities, 

elocution precision, syntactic precision, and lexicon in talking English. 

Little bunch talks may make a fun lesson air, so they will be specific in 

learning speaking. 

3. Menggo's (2013) this inquiry investigated the critical distinction in talking 

capacity between the understudies who have moo English learning 

inspiration instructed by the talk strategy and those who have moo English 

learning inspiration prepared by the conventional approach. The research 

over includes a closeness and distinction with the researcher's thoughts. 

Based on a few analysts' results, the analyst concludes that inquiring about 

discoveries demonstrated the Discussion Technique's viability in affecting 

the students' Talking aptitudes. 
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